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Ekoturismområde

Paddle in Tiveden

Slide into the silence. Experience the magical forest from a 
canoe or a kayak. Spend a warm summer evening canoeing 
or why not go on a tough paddling during the winter.

In Tiveden there are many opportunities. Bring your own 
canoe or rent one. Buy a package tour, a guided tour, go on 
a one day trip or several days with accomodation - you 
choose what suits you the best.

Read more on: www.tiveden.se

Safety tips 

1. Check the weather forecast before you start.
2. Always use a life jacket.
3. Paddle along the shores. It’s safer and there is more to see. 
4. Stay with the group if you are many paddling together. 
5. Have drinks and extra clothes easy accessible in the 
canoe/kayak.
6. Bring dry clothes. 
7. Keep your mobile phones in a dry and safe place.

The Right of Public  Access.
“Don’t disturb - don’t destroy”

Show respect for the animals in the nature.

Don’t cause damage to the ground or disturb other poeple.

You are allowed to camp one day without the land owners 
permission.

Scan the QR-code to read more 
about the Right of Public Access

Use the dry toilets you can !nd along the trail or dig and 
cover!
It’s forbidden to light !res on rocks or when there’s a risk of 
a !re spreading. 
Please use the !replaces along the canoe trail and make 
sure to put out the !re completely before leaving.
Bring your garbage home with you or throw it in the trash 
bins along the canoe trail.

www.tiveden.se

Paddle through the magical and deep forests of Tiveden. 
Enjoy a ride in beautiful and exciting nature and cultural 
environment. In a slow pace and with planned pauses, it 
takes about !ve hours.



Pickup point. If the weather allows it’s possible to continue paddling in lake Unden.

Approx.350 meters

Approx. 250 meters

Sågkvarn. A waterpowered sawmill was once located here.

The creek of Sågkvarn. The lower part is restored to 
enable the trout to migrate upstream and mates. The 

trout mates and lives its !rst years in the streaming areas 
and then they swim out in to lake Unden. 

Rectangular 9x9 meters wolves trap where they 
hunted wolves back in time. About 10 meters from 
the shore. 

Path to the café.

Hanging bridge. 
Dangerous to walk on!

A nice resting area with a wind shelter 
where you can stay overnight.

Otters can be found here.

Tiveden's famous and protected red water lilies. 
Big height di"erence!

Camping Tiveden

Hamgården

The giants chair. An iceriver pot 
reminiscent of a chair. 3.5 meters wide and 

equally high. Underneath is a 2 meter in 
diameter and 0.5 meters deep pot.

Åboholm's mill. The mill was built in the 
18th century to grind #our. During the 
last period in use it was run with a water 
turbine. There has also been a saw here. 
Private residential building. 

The embankment of Fagerlid. Restored to 
enable !sh migration of trouts.

A beautiful small island where it’s possible to rest or camp.

Beavers can be found in lake Sävsjön. 
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Exciting bird life including 
Capercaillie, Crane, Hazel 
Grouse, Black-throated Loon, 
Goshawk, Raven and 
di!erent species of 
woodpeckers and owls. 
Sometimes the White-tailed 
Eagle can be seen high up in 
the sky. Eagle owls also has 
been seen here.

Bergatutterastenen
In late 1920s and the begining of 
the 1930s the legendary thief 
Bildsköne Bengtsson was hiding 
out here from the police. From 
his hut next to the stone 
Bergatutterastenen he could 
follow the police huntig him, and 
his companion Tatuerade 
Johansson, all over the country 
with the help of a crystal radio. 

From the book Sevärt i Tiveden, Carl-Anders 
Lindstén and Gunnar Klippås 1990.

On rare occasions a 
bear can walk by. In 
recent years wild 
boar has become 
established here.

Moose and deer can 
be seen now and 
then and they might 
cross the canoe trail 
swimming.

Show respect to 
animals you meet. 
Many birds have 
nests on islands or 
by the shores.

There are wolf and lynx in the area but 
they are very shy and seldom seen.

Approx. 400 meters
Approx. 40 meters

Start

Approx. 150 meters

Approx. 75 meters

Bergvattnet
140,1

Sävsjön
140,1

Unden
117,1

Laxå

Parking
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Cafe

Trash bin

WC

Fireplace

Wind shelter

Lift

Camping

National parkSannerud

Askersund

Fagertärn

Remains of iron production. An old nailforge, iron 
shed, dam and visible remains of cinder. 8

Åboholm's mill. Ironworks between 1710 and 1871. 
There was also a sawmill here that was in operation 
until the 1920s. Private residential building.

7

Skamlösedalen. This place used to be haunted. 6

Bergatutterastenen. A moving block under which a 
small cavity was formed. Travelers usually throw a 
small stone in the cavity to protect themselves from 
accidents during the continued journey. 

5

Kvarnsjön. If you are lucky,  you can see beavers or 
otters. Several pike weighing over 10 kg have been 
caught in this lake. Max depth 10 meters. 

4

The dam was built in the 1720s when the blast 
furnace at Åboholm's mill was built .3

Bosjön. A lake with plenty of perch and pike as 
well as eels. Max depth 15.5 meters. 2

Getaryggens nature reserve. A pebbleridge formed 
during the melting of the inland ice. The 
500-meter-long path on the ridge is part of the 
hiking trails Bergslagsleden and Munkastigen.
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Bakstugan
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